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Financial and Managerial Accounting, 4th Edition, provides students with a clear
introduction to the fundamental financial and managerial concepts needed for
anyone pursuing a career in accounting or business. Through a focus on
accounting transactions, real-world industry examples, and robust assessment,
students develop a solid understanding of how to apply accounting principles and
techniques in practice. By connecting the classroom to the business world with
an emphasis on decision making and key data analysis skills appropriate at the
introductory level, Financial and Managerial Accounting ensures students are
more engaged and better prepared for careers as professionals in the modern
business world.
Accounting Principles, Seventh Edition addresses the issues that our customers-instructors and students-- have said are important. These include student
success, student motivation, student problem-solving skills, student decisionmaking skills, and technology to assist learning and technology to assist
teaching. Click on www.wiley.com/college/wkk for details on how we address
each of these issues.
Accounting: Building Business Skills 4th edition continues to provide students and
academics with a well written and accessible textbook, with ample illustrations and
applications to business, for a first course in accounting. The text is unique in the way it
balances a "user" and "preparer" perspective and integrates real financial information to
illustrate business decision choices and how decisions are made using accounting
information. The pedagogical approach presented in the text has been tried and tested
over many years, and provides a constructive framework for students to learn
fundamental accounting concepts and processes. Through the use of real company
information and financial statements students will quickly appreciate the use of
accounting information. The textbook clearly outlines to students how to account for
typical business transactions and prepare financial statements - such as a balance
sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flows - that communicate the
financing, operating, and investing activities of a business. Whether a student is
required to study one accounting subject, as part of a wider business degree, or
undertake a major study of accounting the text builds a strong conceptual
understanding of accounting and will develop skills that can be applied to an accounting
and business environment. The integral role of financial statements for decision making
is also emphasised in this text and is reinforced throughout by the Decision Toolkit in
each chapter. Students are provided with an extensive set of tools necessary to make
business decisions based on financial information. The fourth edition is designed to
engage and educate students.
While there is growing interest in IFRS within the US, interest outside the US has
exploded. Weygandt's fourth edition of Financial Accounting: IFRS highlights the
integration of more US GAAP rules, a desired feature as more foreign companies find
the United States to be their largest market. The highly anticipated new edition retains
each of the key features (e.g. TOC, writing style, pedagogy, robust EOC) on which
users of Weygandt Financial have come to rely, while putting the focus on international
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companies/examples, discussing financial accounting principles and procedures within
the context of IFRS, and providing EOC exercises and problems that present students
with foreign currency examples instead of solely U.S. dollars.

From the leading accounting author team of Weygandt, Kimmel and Kieso, this
new edition of Managerial Accounting gives readers the tools they need to
succeed, whether as accountants or in other career paths. The book helps build
their decision-making skills and understand how to use accounting information to
make quality business decisions. The third edition also continues the tradition of
unparalleled accessibility by breaking difficult or complicated processes down
into manageable, understandable steps.
Weygandt's Managerial Accounting 4th Canadian Edition is written by a highly
trusted and respected author team - Weygandt, Kieso, Kimmel and Aly.
Hundreds of thousands of students have been successful using books written by
these authors. Again, these authors bring you a one semester, undergraduate
text that presents the fundamental concepts of managerial accounting in a
concise and easy-to-read fashion. This edition retains the same features that
made it popular in the previous editions: it gives students all the necessary
techniques and concepts of managerial accounting in a focused, concise
framework with an excellent pedagogy that's been praised by instructors. It does
this by focusing on the tools students need to succeed. Because not all students
taking this course may be accounting majors, the authors have focused more on
building decision making skills; on how to use accounting information to make
quality business decision; and on the tools needed by future managers. Pair this
book with our new Managerial Accounting Cases by Carty and Wick for a
complete solution for your Managerial Accounting needs.
Accounting: Building Business Skills 4th edition continuesto provide students and academics
with a well written andaccessible textbook, with ample illustrations and applications tobusiness,
for a first course in accounting. The text is unique in the way it balances a "user" and"preparer"
perspective and integrates real financial information toillustrate business decision choices and
how decisions are madeusing accounting information. The pedagogical approach presented
inthe text has been tried and tested over many years, and provides aconstructive framework
for students to learn fundamental accountingconcepts and processes. Through the use of real
company informationand financial statements students will quickly appreciate the useof
accounting information. The textbook clearly outlines tostudents how to account for typical
business transactions andprepare financial statements - such as a balance sheet,
incomestatement, and statement of cash flows - that communicate thefinancing, operating, and
investing activities of abusiness. Whether a student is required to study one accounting
subject,as part of a wider business degree, or undertake a major study ofaccounting the text
builds a strong conceptual understanding ofaccounting and will develop skills that can be
applied to anaccounting and business environment. The integral role offinancial statements for
decision making is also emphasised in thistext and is reinforced throughout by the Decision
Toolkit in eachchapter. Students are provided with an extensive set of toolsnecessary to make
business decisions based on financialinformation. The fourth edition is designed to engage and
educatestudents.
With this fourth edition, accountants will acquire a practical set of tools and the confidence they
need to use them effectively in making business decisions. It better reflects a more conceptual
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and decision-making approach to the material. The authors follow a "macro- to micro-" strategy
by starting with a discussion of real financial statements first, rather than starting with the
Accounting Cycle. The objective is to establish how a financial statement communicates the
financing, investing, and operating activities of a business to users of accounting information.
This motivates accountants by grounding the discussion in the real world, showing them the
relevance of the topics covered to their careers.

Now in its Fourth Edition, Kimmel, Weygandt, and Kieso's Financial Accounting:
Tools for Business Decision Making has been tested and approved in the
classroom. Whether you measure classroom success by improved grades,
students who are better prepared for the Intermediate course and their future
careers, or by student evaluations at the end of the semester, Financial
Accounting delivers real results. "If you are teaching a debit/credit centered
financial accounting principles class there is not a better written or organized text.
Believe me I have looked. The supporting materials for instructors [are] also
terrific." --Nancy Snow, University of Toledo "The textbook is well written with
good examples and homework problems. This book is easy to understand, but is
rigorous in its coverage of accounting issues." --Paul Brazina, La Salle University,
Philadelphia "Best presentation of material in the industry. In addition, Financial,
Managerial and Intermediate all flow together for greater coverage and
comprehension." --Vince Enslein, Clinton Community College Key Features *
WileyPLUS gives instructors the technology they need to create an environment
where students can reach their full potential and experience academic success.
www.wiley.com/college/wileyplus * New Accounting Across the Organization
features place accounting issues within the context of students' majors. *
Updated with expanded content on Sarbanes-Oxley and Corporate Governance.
* New Comprehensive Problems combine concepts across chapters. * A new
Continuing Cookie Chronicle problem traces the growth of an entrepreneurial
venture and enables students to apply their newly acquired accounting skills. *
Identifies the tools students will need to make real business decisions. * Provides
balanced coverage of the accounting cycle at a level that is appropriate to what
students need in the business world. * Emphasizes the accounting experiences
of real high-profile companies, such as Tootsie Roll, Microsoft, Nike, and Intel.
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